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The major research question of the project is:

- How should the future high-resolution, multitemporal, multispectral laser scanning data be computationally processed to provide timely information for environmental sustainability and especially for mapping of the forest health, tree species classification, mapping of dead trees, and forest fire risk.

1. We conduct pioneering measurements and case studies for next-generation forest data, such as multitemporal, multispectral LS, using world-first multispectral mobile LiDAR.

2. We apply novel computational methods utilizing both spectral and geometric features in point cloud analysis to improve estimation and prediction for tree species of living trees and amount of dead wood, forest health and forest risk management.

3. We study the use of complementary data and computational methods (satellite- and UAV based change detection, terrestrial photogrammetric point clouds) to improve the predictions.

4. We take the international collaboration into account and accomplish a global benchmarking study of new computational methods, especially for tree species and dead wood, inside the project.
• Our long-term vision is to provide active UAV-based multispectral laser scanning (LiDAR) data for large-areas with the required (temporal resolution (more qualified data)), and we will develop better ICT methods for such data in order to be able to make more advanced estimates, and that way to permit timely and well informed decision making in the future.

• What is common in mapping of forest health, tree species, dead wood and forest fire risk, is that they are correlated to structure and moisture of canopies and understorey vegetation.

• LiDAR backscatter is strongly dependent on the set topography, object structure, moisture and roughness. Recently, a strong correlation was found between a normalized ratio of the two laboratory-level LiDAR measurements at different wavelengths and the measured Equivalent Water Thickness of samples of trees.

• Lidar metrics calculated could be an early signal of tree stress caused by drought, disease, or pest insects - metrics important for tree species, dead wood, forest health, and forest risk management.
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Joint activities during the first year

• Starting date: 1 April 2021
• Consortium meetings: 1. kick-off 26 May -21; 2. 15 June – 21; 3. 19 oct -21; 4. 8 March -22; 5. 18 March -22; 6. 19 April -22
• Mobilities: U Vigo – FGI (3 months)
• Joint campaigns: U Porto, U Vigo, FGI (Sept -21), Planned: Tu Wien, Boku, U Prague, FGI (June -22), U Porto, U Vigo, FGI (May -22)
• Publications:
  • Hyyppä, E., et al. 2022. Direct and automatic measurements of stem curve and volume using a high-resolution airborne laser scanning system. Accepted for Science of Remote Sensing (open journal). (performance of the new system evaluated for stem geometry)
• Forests are the **world’s lungs and life-support system**, hosting 80% of the Earth's biodiversity. But today on the average, 800 football fields of forest are lost every hour by **devastating forest fires** all around the world. In Europe in 2018, forest fires (30 ha or bigger in size) had an extent of more than 100 000 ha alone in five major countries suffering from it: Portugal, Spain, Italy, UK and Sweden.

• EU forests account for 2 trillion € in **annual turnover** and more than 22 million **jobs in bioeconomy**; 10% of the global’s annual **carbon sinks**; and are home to a significant amount of the bloc’s **terrestrial biodiversity** (European Commission, 2012).

• In 2019, wood quantities of more than 2 million cubic meters harvested in the Austrian forests related to **bark beetle infestation**. Situation in the Czech republic is even worse. Approximately 30 million cubic meters were affected by bark beetles in 2019, which is five times higher than 2017. The amount of damaged trees is higher than what the logistics allows to process. The situation is in all terms **disastrous** and economic loss is estimated to be 1.6 billion €.
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International benchmarking study – Additional partners
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